
Best Brand Awareness Campaign

a young newspaper
established its position in a cluttered
& commoditised market with over
15,673 newspapers.

HOW



The media-scape in Maharashtra (India) is highly 
cluttered with over 15,673 registered newspapers. 

While impartial, unbiased and fearless journalism are 
hygiene factors in the category, two of the leading 
newspapers of Maharashtra have clear political 
leanings.

Divya Marathi, a new entrant in the market had to arrive 
at a distinct positioning that would help in establishing 
its brand equity in this turf.

Context
& Marketing Challenge



Market Research
& Insight

A qualitative research conducted 
by Market Sapience, followed by 
focussed group discussions, 
showed ‘independent newspaper’ 
as a possible positioning 
platform.

Market
Research

“Only an independent newspaper 
can help a reader form an 
independent opinion.”
- We decided to work on this 
insight.

Consumer
Insight



What did
we do?



Maharashtra’s only
Independent Newspaper

We launched the ‘ ’Swatantra Vrittpatra
campaign in Maharashtra.



Marketing Strategy

We had a
three

pronged
strategy

Phase I:  Establish the positioning 

Phase II: Build the idea with examples

Phase III: Extend the idea



Phase I:  Establish the positioning 
“If your newspaper is not independent, how will your opinion be  
independent?” The campaign message was – “Fearless, Unbiased, 
Truthful journalism can only happen if the newspaper is independent. 
After all, only an independent newspaper can help one shape  
independent thoughts.”

In this phase, we built the idea that independent thinking helps people 
take independent decisions.  We shared examples of how independent 
thinking had led people to take independent decisions  thereby acting as 
change agents.

We showcased twelve people from different walks of life, as brand 
ambassadors of independent thinking. These included people like 
Nirmala Ramachandra- the first female auctioneer at the         
Agricultural Produce Market in Jalgaon, Urmila Bhate – the first female 
priest at Pandharpur and Dyaneshwar Bhonsle, who is fighting against 
Pardi community’s criminal reputation by opening a school for Pardi 
children who are shunned by the society, in Solapur.

Phase III: Extend the idea

Phase II: Build the idea with examples



Media Placement & Integration:

Extended over 12 months, a 360 degree
integrated media campaign was executed.

Regular bursts of 36 different print ads, 116 outdoor placements in 4 cities, 2 television 
spots, 6 different radio spots, 6 innovative trade-mailers and a Marathi Literature Festival 
with 72 speakers and 27 sessions around the theme of independent thinking.

A booklet was designed with articles on films, authors, books, sport persons and scientists 
whose independent thinking helped shape a progressive society. 1 Million copies of this 
booklet were distributed in 8 cities of Maharashtra.

What did
we do ?



Phase 1
Establish the positioning
“Fearless, Unbiased, Truthful 
journalism can only happen if the
newspaper is independent”



Print ADs

We are unbiased and write fearlessly.



Outdoor Placements



Innovative
Trade Mailers

‘Independent
Thinking’



INNOVATIVE TRADE MAILERS
• Lock & Key Mailer
• Pen & Diary
• Tea Caddy
• Swatantra Vichaar Card
• Give Wings to Independent Thoughts

Lock & Key Mailer Pen & Diary Tea Caddy
Give wings to

Independent Thoughts

Swatantra Vichaar Card



Enriched
Brand
Experience:
‘Give wings to your
independent thoughts.’



Phase 2
Build the idea with examples
Independent thinking helps people
take independent decisions.





Outdoor Placements



Animated Video

Television Spots

TVC-1

TVC-2

TELEVISION
SPOTS



‘Swatantra Vichaar’ Wall
Employees express their
independent opinions.



AURANGABAD

NASIK JALGAONSOLAPUR

‘Swatantra Vichaar’ Wall at Offices



Phase 3
Extend the idea
12 Brand Ambassadors of
Independent Thinking



Bhagyashree Shivdekar
First female 

school bus driver in Nashik.

Dyaneshwar Bhonsle
Opened school for Pardi children 
who are shunned by the society.

Shobha Asaram Chandane
Bus mechanic in Maharashtra 
State Trasport Navasa depot.

Kumudini Vijay Narkhede
Trained more than 2.5 lac women

in the art of Rangoli making.

12 Brand Ambassadors of Independent Thinking

Indira Maniyar
Serves for the society by providing 
water at Jalgaon railway station.

Nasri Chouhan
First educated women from 

her native village.

Pradhnya Patil
Holds Guinness World Record for 
a 103 hour long Yoga marathon.

Urmila Bhate
First and only female priest of local 
Solapur's Vitthal Rukmani Temple.

Shubhangi Buwa
Founded an NGO named Pakhar 
Sankul for the welfare of mentally 
challenged & abandoned children.

Nirmala Ramchandra Chaudhari
First female auctioneer at the 
Agricultural Produce Market.

Shrikant and Suchita Bansod
Seeing their son's inability to 
listen and learn, they started 

Ekvira Multipurpose Foundation.

Ashabai Dhoke
Actively advocates for the rights of 

rag-pickers and trains them too.



Celebrating Independent Thinkers
Videos unveiled and independent
thinkers were felicitated.



INTERVIEW OF INDEPENDENT THINKERS
Documentary Videos



Independent Thinkers
make it to the headlines



Marathi 
Literature Festival
Evoking Independent Thinking
With an objective to strengthen and promote the idea of 

independent thinking, Divya Marathi organised the 

Marathi Literature Festival under the theme ‘Confluence 

of Independent Thinkers’ in Nashik. The literary fest was 

promoted through an integrated marketing plan 

comprising of a series of 18 print ads, 21 radio spots 

and 11 outdoor ads.



Some of the unique sessions included:
Mallakhamb (Pole Gymnastics) by blind children: This session showcased the story 
followed by gymnastic performances of blind children on a pole without any support. 

Blind with Camera: This session explored how blind youths experience the hues of life 
from their own lenses.

Disappearing old traditional board games: This session explored how the interest 
towards traditional Indian board games could be revived which are on the brink of 
extinction.

Tea and Book Pairing: This session delved into the art of pairing different book genres with 
different blends of tea.

Food Archaeology: This session traced back the origin of some of the mouth-watering 
Marathi cuisines.

A Picture Conveys a Thousand Words: This session delved upon how pictures have 
evolved to create a long-lasting effect on one’s memory. 

Fake News: This session explored how fake news has become the new dissent in 
democracy.

Shifting Sands of Time: The session explored the differences between mythology and 
religion, though both being inextricably linked with each other.



Print Ads
Marathi Literature Festival



Print Ads
Marathi Literature Festival



Outdoor 
Marathi Literature Festival



Marathi Literature Fest
72 

SPEAKERS SESSIONS
27

WORKSHOPS
6



Marathi Literature Fest :72 Speakers -27 Sessions – 6 Workshops



6 Workshops & 2 Musical Concerts
engage participants



Booklet
The journey of
Independent Thoughts

1 million booklets distributed in 8 cities of Maharashtra



Results
In a quantitative research conducted by Market Sapience,
our Equity as an independent newspaper went up from

82% (Dec 2016) to 91% (Nov 2017).

 ‘Empowering Independent Thinking’ as an attribute of
Independent newspaper went up from

7% (Dec 2016) to 32% in (Nov 2017).

And our circulation went up by 9.2%



The showreel
can be viewed on YouTube


